Synergies across the EU funding programmes managed by the European Health and Digital Executive Agency (HaDEA)

Event for external stakeholders: “Funding opportunities in EU Health & Digital programmes”

20 June 2023, Rome & online
Overview of COSMOS4HE

✓ Long story of COSMOS projects integrated in Space NCPs community

COSMOS
COSMOS+
COSMOS2020
COSMOS2020plus

Cooperation Of Space NCPs as a Means to Optimise Services for Horizon Europe

COSMOS4HE
Overview of COSMOS4HE

- 15 partners from 15 countries
- All Space NCP organisations

✓ Greece
✓ Germany
✓ Italy
✓ Poland
✓ Serbia
✓ Cyprus
✓ Slovakia
✓ Estonia
✓ Norway
✓ Bulgaria
✓ Lithuania
✓ Portugal
✓ Finland
✓ Czech Republic
✓ United Kingdom
Overview of COSMOS4HE

In the framework of Horizon Europe

- Space as part of Cluster 4 – Digital, Industry and Space
- COSMOS4HE one of the three Cluster 4 NCP networks
- Space community & NCPs in the framework of Cluster 4
Objectives

- to increase the quality and support harmonisation of Space NCPs services

- to lower the entry barriers for newcomer applicants, to attract new types of players and applicants from widening countries, as well as to raise the quality of submitted proposals

- to increase the visibility of the thematic area of Space to new types of players by organizing matchmaking activities and ensuring bilateral communication about the crosscutting issues throughout Horizon Europe for the benefit of the European R&I community
Key activities and services

Targeting NCPs
- Trainings/Workshops/Webinars for Space NCPs
- Information material and guides
- Exchange and support between NCPs

Targeting applicants
- Information events
- Matchmaking / Networking events
- Pitching sessions
- Proposal Support
- Information material and guides
- Dissemination of news / updates
✓ Supporter and co-organiser

✓ Long-term collaboration

with APRE
Brokerage Event for Cluster 4 – Space calls 2023

- Brokerage Event for Cluster 4 – Space calls 2023 in the framework of Cluster 4 Infoday (December 2022)
- Networking platform open until the calls deadline (end March 2023)

➢ https://horizon-europe-space-2023-brokerage.b2match.io/
Website and social media

✓ Visit our website: https://www.ncp-space.net/

✓ Follow us on social media
✓ Subscribe to our Newsletter

COSMOS4HE, the EU funded network of National Contact Points (NCPs) for space

Serving the needs of potential participants of Horizon Europe space through information and advice on funding opportunities.

Subscribe to Newsletter

Sign up for the newsletter and receive monthly updates of space-related news and events! You can unsubscribe at any time.

Enter email address
Give your input!

✓ A survey to identify the applicants’ needs and specific national needs in Horizon Europe Cluster 4 – Space
✓ Open at EUSurvey: https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/cosmos4he_clients
Thank you!

Vaya Piteli
FORTH/PRAXI Network
NCP for Space, Greece
COSMOS4HE coordinator
piteli@praxinetwork.gr